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If A and B are self-adjoint operators, this paper shows that A and B have order 
isomorphic invariant subspace lattices if and only if there are Bore1 subsets E and F 
of o(A) and a(B), respectively, whose complements have spectral measure zero, and 
there is a bijective function 4: E + F such that (i) A is a Bore1 subset of E if and 
only if &A) is a Bore1 subset of F; (ii) a Bore1 subset A of E has A-spectral measure 
zero if and only if &A) has B-spectral measure zero; (iii) B is unitarily equivalent to 
&A). If A is any self-adjoint operator, there is an associated function 
ti,:~u{n,}+(~u{O,~})x(O,l) defined in this paper. If F denotes the 
collection of all functions from N u { ~3 } into (PV 0 { 0, co}) x {0, 11, then S is a 
parameter space for the isomorphism classes of the invariant subspace lattices of 
self-adjoint operators. That is, two self-adjoint operators A and B have isomorphic 
invariant subspace lattices if and only if K 4 = K~. The paper ends with some com- 
ments on the corresponding problem for normal operators. <((:I 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
If A is a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hilbert space X, let Lat A 
denote its lattice of invariant subspaces. The question in the title of this 
paper can be rephrased by asking to what extent the operator A is deter- 
mined by the lattice theoretic structure of Lat A? Specifically, if A and B 
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are self-adjoint operators and Lat A is lattice isomorphic to Lat B, what 
can be said about the relationship of A to B? 
For any operator T, let a(T) denote the spectrum of T. In this paper it is 
shown that Lat A is isomorphic to Lat B if and only if there is a Bore1 
function 4: a(A) + a(B) that implements a Boolean isomorphism between 
the measure algebras of the spectral measures of A and B and is such that 
B is unitarily equivalent to &A). More generally, such a characterization 
for normal operators is presented under the assumption that their reducing 
subspace lattices are isomorphic. 
In section one of the paper some operator theoretic and measure 
theoretic preliminaries are presented. Section two characterizes the central 
projections in the lattice of reducing subspaces of a normal operator. Sec- 
tion three contains the main results of the paper. In section four the general 
question of what can be said about two normal operators with isomorphic 
invariant subspace lattices is given a preliminary investigation. A special 
case of this question is given a complete answer and another result is 
presented that illustrates an essential difference between the normal and 
self-adjoint situations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed separable and complex. If 
~$6’ is a Hilbert space, %3(X) denotes the bounded linear operators on 2’. If 
SE g(X)), Lat S = { ~4’: J%?’ is a closed linear subspace of 2 and 
S&Z 2 ~2’); Lat S is called the invariant subspace lattice of S. If Lat S is 
given the natural ordering, then it is a lattice where for Jz’,, J%‘* in Lat S, 
4, v J& =cl(J1 + ~2’~) (cl denotes closure) and ~2’, A A2 =A, nd12. In 
fact Lat S is a complete lattice with a largest element, X”, and a smallest 
element, (0). 
If 3’ and .X are two Hilbert spaces, SE g(X), and TE g(X)), then an 
order (or lattice) isomorphism between Lat S and Lat T is a bijection 
8: Lat S -+ Lat T such that, if J%‘, JV E Lat S, then &? < .JV if and only if 
84? < BJlr. Note that an order isomorphism is automatically order con- 
tinuous as a map between complete lattices. That is, if (~2’~) E Lat S, then 
0VM,=VOM, and d/\M,=~tl8M,. 
1 I ? a 
Put Red S = Lat S n Lat S*; Red S is the reducing subspace lattice for S. 
It too is a complete lattice with a largest and a smallest element. An order 
isomorphism 8: Red S -+ Red T is also order continuous. This paper will 
actually study the situation in which there are two normal operators A and 
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B such that Red A and Red B are order isomorphic. The methods used in 
the self-adjoint case are the same as in this case and, in addition, this more 
general result is needed in a forthcoming paper where the authors examine 
the question raised in the title of this paper for unitary operators rather 
than self-adjoint ones. 
If TE &9(s) and n 3 1, let X (“) denote the direct sum of X with itself n 
times and let T”” be the operator defined on ~9~~) by taking the direct sum 
of T with itself n times. Similarly, &?0(ao) and F”’ denote the direct sum of 
2 and T with themselves countably infinitely often. The next result is the 
basic structure theorem for normal operators and will be used often in this 
paper. A proof can be found in many sources; one source is p. 107 of [2]. 
1.1. THEOREM. rf N is a normal operator on 2, then there are mutually 
singular compactly supported measures pa, u,, p2,... on @ such that 
NrN’“‘@N Px hcl @NC”@ . . . . /I? (1.2) 
where, for any compactly supported measure u on @, N,: L*(p) + L*(p) is 
depned by (N,f)(z) = zf(z). 
The measures II,, pl, p2 ,..., are uniquely determined by N up to mutual 
absolute continuity. Equation (1.2) will be called the canonical decom- 
position of N. 
The normal operator N has untform multiplicity n, 1 < n d co, if there is a 
compactly supported measure ,Q on C such that NE NF’. In other words, N 
has uniform multiplicity n if in the canonical decomposition (1.2), pk = 0 
for k #n. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to some measure theory and the 
reader, if he so desires, may postpone reading this material until he con- 
fronts the proof of the main theorem (3.2). 
Let (X, 52, p) be a finite measure space. That is, 52 is a a-algebra of sub- 
sets of X and p is a finite countably additive positive measure defined on Q. 
So Q is a Boolean algebra with the usual operations of union, intersection, 
and complement. Let 5Yfl = {EEQ: p(E)=O}; then ZZP is an ideal in the 
Boolean algebra 52. Denote the quotient algebra 52/T@ by VI,. The Boolean 
algebra ‘%, is referred to as the measure algebra for (X, Sz, p). Note that a, 
is determined by Q and 5Yfi and not by the actual values of p on the sets 
in Sz. 
The measure p gives rise in a natural way to a measure, also denoted by 
p, defined on 21P. Specifically, ~(d + 2”,) = p(d). The next result, essentially 
due to Halmos and von Neumann [4], will be used in this paper. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let X,, X, be separable complete metric spaces and Q,, 
R, their respective collections of Bore1 sets. If p1 and u2 are finite positive 
Bore1 measures on X, and X2, then the following statements are equivalent. 
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(4 aI,, and 211,, are isomorphic Boolen algebras. 
(b) There are Bore1 sets A,, A, in I’,, X, and a bzjection 4: A, + A, 
such that: 
(i) ~L,(X,\A,)=O=~z(X,\A2); 
(ii) for OCA,, MEL?, if and only zj’b(a)~Q~; 
(iii) for o a Borefsubset of A,, ,ul(a)=O ifandonly ifpz(#(a))=O. 
Proof. If (b) holds, define 8: ‘?I,, -+‘+?I,, by letting Q(a+g,,,)= 
d(a n A i ) + ZZP2. It is routine to verify that 19 is an isomorphism. 
The fact that (a) implies (b) is a special case of Theorem 5.1 of [l] (see 
pp. 69-73). To see this, take the measure preserving transformations in that 
theorem to be the identity mappings on X, and X, and let $: 211,, -+ 21P, be 
the algebra isomorphism. Redefine p2 on Q2, by letting 
for u in Q2. This redefined measure p”z has the same ideal of null sets, TP2, 
and hence M,, remains unchanged. The mapping $ now satisfies properties 
Cj through C, on pp. 66, 67 of [l] and so Theorem 5.1 of that reference 
gives the present theorem. i 
Remark 1. In the above proof the definition of a Boolean algebra 
isomorphism 8 211,, --, ‘QIu,, implies that 0(U, on + SYV,) = Un @(o, + SYP,) for 
finite unions. It follows, however, that this holds for countable unions also. 
Thus the final condition of Clir on p. 67 of [l] is redundant. 
Remark 2. A more satisfactory, but less economical, proof of 
Theorem 1.3 could be obtained by reworking the proof of Theorem 5.1 in 
[ 1 ] to take account of the existence of a map which preserves null sets but 
which is not necessarily measure preserving. 
Let p be a compactly supported positive Bore1 measure on @. Define 
K(P) = (4 E), (1.4) 
where n is the number of atoms of p (so 0 <n < GO) and E = 0 or 1 
according as the nonatomic part of p is zero or not zero. Clearly K(P) only 
depends on the measure class of p and some quite different measures have 
the same K. 
1.5. THEOREM. I f  p and v  are compactly supported Bore1 measures on C, 
then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) ‘LI, and ‘u, are isomorphic Boolean algebras. 
(b) K(P) = K(V). 
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ProojI Assume that (a) holds. Since there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the atoms of a measure and the minimal nonzero elements 
of its measure algebra, it is clear that p and v have the same number of 
atoms. Moreover, a measure has a continuous part precisely when its 
measure algebra contains an element that dominates no minimal nonzero 
elements. Thus ,D has a continuous part precisely when v does and so (b) 
holds. 
For the converse assume that (b) is true. Let pLd and pC denote the dis- 
crete and continuous parts of CL, respectively. Similarly define vd and v,. Put 
K(P) = (n, E) = K(V). Now 2II, = VII,,@ ‘911, and %, = VII,,@ aI,. But ‘C!IL,, and 
‘$I,,, are each isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all subsets of 4, 
{ L..., n}, or N according as n = 0, 1 d n < co, or n = co. In particular, ‘91L,, 
and ‘9X,, are isomorphic. If E = 0, the proof is complete. So assume that 
E= 1. But by a result of [4] (also see p. 173 of [3]), ‘9I, and ‘91Vr are 
isomorphic to aA, where A = Lebesgue measure on [0, 11. Therefore (a) 
holds. 1 
2. CENTRAL PROJECTIONS AND OPERATORS OF UNIFORM MULTIPLICITY 
For any lattice L, an element e of L is central if there is an element e’ of 
L such that e A e’ = 0 and a = (a A e) v (a A e’) for every a in L. Note that 
a central element of a lattice is mapped onto a central element by an order 
isomorphism. An understanding of central elements in Red N will be 
crucial in the proof of the main theorem. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let N he a normal operator on 2 and let A, 
MERed N. 
(a) If JY is central in Red N and A!‘E Red N such that 
2 = (A A 9) v (A’ A 9) ,for every 9 in Red N, then A!’ = A”. 
(b) A’ is central in Red N if and only if the projection of’ 2 onto A? 
belongs to {N} “. 
(c) If A!’ is central in Red N and 4 c JV, then A is central in 
Red(N ) JV). 
Proof: (a) Since JZ’ E Red N, 
So JZ~ <A’. But this implies that A’= JzY’I + (A’ Q A’) = 
dif’+(A!‘n%M)=AL. 
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(b) Let P be the projection of 2 onto A%‘. If P E {N}“, S? E Red N, 
and Q is the projection of Z? onto Y, then Q E {N}’ and so PQ = QP. 
Thus Q=PQ+(l-P)Q=QP+Q(l-P) and hence Y=(~A/\)v 
(2 A A’). That is, A! is central. 
Conversely, assume A? is central and Q is a projection in {N}‘. So 
Y = QA? reduces N. By (a), .Y = (JZ’ A A’) v (2 A A!‘). From this it 
follows that PQ is the projection onto 2 A A’. Since PQ is self-adjoin& 
PQ = QP. Thus P commutes with every projection in the von Neumann 
algebra {N}‘. Since a von Neumann algebra is generated by its projections, 
PE {N}“. 
(c) This is an easy consequence of (b). 1 
2.2. COROLLARY. If N is a normal operator, then N is cyclic if and only 
tf every subspace of Red N is central in Red N. 
Proof The normal operator N is cyclic if and only if the von Neumann 
algebra it generates, W*(N), is cyclic [2, p. 3441. But W*(N) is cyclic if 
and only if W*(N)= W*(N)’ [2, p. 861; that is, if and only if {N}“= {N}’ 
P, P. 811. I 
If p is a measure and E is a measurable set, p ) E denotes the restriction 
of p to E. That is, (p 1 E)(F) = u(E n F) for every measurable set F. 
2.3. COROLLARY. If N= Niz)@ N,, 0 Ng)O ..’ as in Theorem 1.1, then 
the central subspaces in Red N are precisely the subspaces of the form 
L2(pm I E,)‘“‘OL*(pL, I EJOL*(pz I E,)‘*‘O . . . . 
where {E, , E, , E2 ,... } is a collection of pairwise disjoint Bore1 sets. 
Proof This can be seen by combining Proposition 2.1(b) with 
Theorem9.18 in [2, p. 1101. 1 
Remark. The central subspaces of Lat N, for a normal operator N, are 
precisely the subspaces A’ such that the projection of 2 onto JZ belongs 
to the weakly closed algebra generated by N. Since this result is not needed 
in this paper, the proof will not be given. 
If A E&?(X) and A’ E Lat A, then A 1 A? denotes the restriction of A 
to A. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. If N is a normal operator on 2 and A%?, JV E: Red N 
such that JZ A JV = (0) and .A? v JV = X, then N ( &‘I is unitarily 
equivalent to N 1 JV. 
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Proof. Let P be the projection of 2 onto .M and define T: Al--) ./lr 
by T=Pl&‘. Then kerT=M’nN’=(MvJIT)‘=(O). Also 
T*: M + JZ’ is given by T* = Q 1 JV, where Q is the projection of X onto 
&!l. Thus ker T* = JV” n JY = (0). Hence T is one-to-one and has dense 
range. If N, = N 1 MI and N, = N 1 JV, then TN, = N, T. Thus [2, p. 821 
N, and N, are unitarily equivalent. 1 
2.5. LEMMA. If N is a normal operator of untform multiplicity n, 
16 n 6 CO, and A? is a nonzero central element in Red N, then N 1 A has 
uniform multiplicity n. 
Proof It may be assumed that N= Nf) acting on L’(p)(“), for some 
compactly supported measure p. Let & be a central subspace in Red N. By 
Corollary 2.3, JV = L2(p ) E)‘“’ for some Bore1 set E. Thus 
and N 1 JZ has uniform multiplicity n as required. 1 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let N be a normal operator on 2 and let A4 be a nor- 
mal operator on X. If 1 <n < co and N has uniform multiplicity n and tf 
Red N is order isomorphic to Red A?, then M has umform multiplicity n. 
Proof First consider the case that n < cc and proceed by induction. 
Since order isomorphisms preserve central elements, the case n = 1 is an 
immediate consequence of Corollary 2.2. 
Assume the proposition is true for some finite n and suppose that N has 
uniform multiplicity n + 1. Thus we may assume that there is a compactly 
supported measure p on C such that N = NF + ‘) acting on X = L’(U)‘” + 1 ). 
(Note that because the hypothesis and conclusion of the proposition are 
invariant under unitary equivalence, it is valid to replace the operators by 
unitarily equivalent ones.) Let 0: Red N+ Red M be an order 
isomorphism. 
Let ;X; be the subspace L’(p)@ (0)cn) of 2 and put JZ = $4 and 
JV=~(X’~). So J&’ A M=e(yt;) A f3(%:)=0(& A &f)=(O) and, 
similarly, .,&!’ v JV =X. By Proposition 2.4, M ) &I rM 1 JV. Now 0 
induces an order isomorphism of Red(N 1 X:) onto Red(M 1 M). Since 
N I 2”: has uniform multiplicity n, the induction hypothesis implies that 
M 1 JV has uniform multiplicity IZ. Therefore M ) JV’ has uniform mul- 
tiplicity n. Thus there is a compactly supported measure v on @ such that 
MIJ%‘~INN!“) on L’( v)‘~). 
On the other hand, N I $ is cyclic and i3 induces an order isomorphism 
of Red(N I yi4) onto Red(M I .,zY). Since the proposition is valid for n = 1, 
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M 1 JZ is cyclic. Therefore there is a compactly supported measure 3 on C 
such that 
Ml.MZNN, on L*(r). 
The remainder of the proof of the finite multiplicity case consists in 
showing that v and u] are equivalent measures. Thus, decompose the 
measures v and q as 
v=v1 +v,, 1=11+fl29 
where v,lv,, g,b,, vI, and r~i are mutually absolutely continuous, and 
vz1v2. It must be shown that v2 and g, are the zero measure. 
Now 
MI JZZN~,@N’/~ on ~2h)O~2(r12) 
and 
M I AL g NC”) @ NC”) VI L’2 on L2(v,)(‘i)@L2(v2)‘n). 
But N,, E N,, since vi and qI are equivalent measures. Thus 
where 
M, = N,* on L2(r12) = x 9 
M, = Ng’ on L2(v2)‘“’ = 25, 
M,=N;;+‘) on L’(v,)(~+‘)=X~. 
Assume M = M, GM, @ M, on X = & @ X2 @ X3. Note that this is the 
canonical decomposition of M as in Theorem 1.1. It must be shown that X, 
and X2 are the zero subspace. 
Since X, and X2 are central elements in Red M, 8 ‘(X, ) and 6 ~ ‘(X2) 
are central in Red N. The validity of this proposition for the multiplicity 1 
case implies that N 1 @‘(Xi) has uniform multiplicity 1 if X1 # (0), while 
the induction hypothesis implies that N [ 0-‘(X2) has uniform multiplicity 
n if X2 # (0). This contradicts Lemma 2.5 unless X1 =X2 = (0). Hence A4 
has uniform multiplicity n + 1. This completes the proof of the finite mul- 
tiplicity case. 
Finally, consider the case in which N has uniform infinite multiplicity. If 
M does not have uniform infinite multiplicity, then by Theorem I.1 there is 
a central subspace Jz’ in Red M such that A4 I M has uniform multiplicity 
N, 1 < n < co. Thus 0 ~ ‘4 is central in Red N and, by the first part of this 
proof, N 1 @‘A has uniform multiplicity n. By Lemma 2.5, this contradicts 
the assumption that N has uniform infinite multiplicity. 1 
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3. THE MAIN RESULT 
The following notation, related to that introduced in (1.4), is needed. If 
N is a normal operator and ,u, , pL1, ,nL2 ,..., are as in Theorem 1.1, define 
K,:Nu{Go}+(N~{O,~~})X{O, l} by 
KN(n) = m2)? (3.1) 
1 <n < co. Since K(P,,) depends only the measure class of p,,, rcN is well 
defined and depends only on the unitary equivalence class of N, 
The next theorem is the principal result of this paper. 
3.2. THEOREM. If N and M are normal operators, then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) Red N and Red M are order isomorphic. 
(b) IcN= Jc)$,j. 
(c) There is a unitary operator U such that Red M= 
( UJV”: ME Red N}. 
(d) M is unitarily equivalent to an operator A such that 
W*(A) = W*(N). 
(e) There are Bore1 subsets E and F of a(N) and a(M), respectively, 
whose complements have spectral measure zero, and there is a bijective 
function 4: E -+ F such that: (i) A is a Bore1 subset of E tf and only tf b(A) is 
a Bore1 subset of F; (ii) a Bore1 subset A of a(N) has N-spectral measure 
zero if and only $#(A n E) has M-spectral measure zero; (iii) M is unitarily 
equivalent to d(N). 
Proof Begin by fixing some notation. Let N = Niz) @ N,, @ NE) @ . . . 
as in Theorem 1.1 and let M = N!z) @ N,, 0 NL:) @ . . . be the corresponding 
canonical decomposition for M. Put Zn = L2(p,,)(“), Xn = L’(v,)(“), 
X=Xm@ZI@X2@ ..., X=&,@XI@X1@ .... Note that the Xn’s 
and &‘s are central in Red N and Red M, respectively. 
(a) implies (b). Assume 9: Red N + Red M is an order isomorphism. 
Fix n, 1 d n < co, and suppose that Zn # (0). Since 8 induces an order 
isomorphism between Red(M 1 &) and Red(M 1 f?Xn), Proposition 2.6 
implies that M 1 OZn has uniform multiplicity n. Moreover, tIZa is central 
in Red M since 2” is central in Red N. Thus, applying Corollary 2.3 to M 
and es*, it follows that 0XY c X,. Hence Xn # (0). By interchanging Xn 
with %,, and 0-l with 8 in the preceding argument, we get e-‘Xn c%~. 
Therefore, 
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This implies that 8 induces an order isomorphism between Red(N I Xfi) 
and Red(M ) X,). Moreover 8 induces an order isomorphism between the 
sublattice of Red(N 1 Xn) consisting of the central subspaces and the sublat- 
tice of central elements in Red(M 1 Xn). But Corollary 2.3 implies that these 
lattices of central elements are order isomorphic to the measure algebras 
(upn and )II+. Thus ‘$I,” and ‘u,,n are isomorphic Boolean algebras. By 
Theorem 1.5 K(P~) = ~(v,,). Hence ICY = K~. 
(b) implies (e). From (b), K(P,)= K(v,) for 1 <,<n< co. Combining 
Theorems 1.5 and 1.3, we obtain for each n Bore1 sets E,, F, and a 
bijective function 4n : E, -+ F,, such that p,,(C \ E,) = 0 = v,(@ \ F,) and for 
c z E,, 0 is a Bore1 set if and only if #,(a) is a Bore1 set and ~~(a) = 0 if 
and only if v,(d,(cr)) = 0. Let /J = pL, + I,“=, 2- “p,,/( IIpLnll + 1) and 
v = v,~ + C,“=, 2-“v,/( llvnll + 1). Since the measures {/A,} (respectively, 
bJ) are pairwise mutually singular, it can be assumed that 
{E,, E,, b,...} and {F,, F,, F,,...) are two collections of pairwise dis- 
joint Bore1 sets. Put E=E,uE,uE,u ... and F=F,uF,uF,u ..., 
and define d: E + F by letting 1+4 = 4, on E,. Clearly 4 is one-to-one and 
satisfies (i) in (e). Since ,U and v are scalar-valued spectral measures for N 
and M, respectively, 4 satisfies (ii). 
Note that d(N) = A4$: ) 0 M,, 0 Mg) 0 . ., where M,” is multiplication 
by i,7 on L2(p,). But because 4” is essentially one-to-one, M,“zN~.~, where 
i.,, is the measure defined by l,(d)=~,J~;i(d)). The properties of d,, 
however, imply that 2, and v, are equivalent measures. Thus M,“E N,n. 
Thus #(N)zA4. 
(e) implies (d). If d is as in (e), then Lm(p) is the weak-star closure of 
the polynomials in 4 and 4, where p= pL, + C,“=, 2--“pL,/(JIpL,II + 1). 
Indeed, if fE L’(p) and 0 = sfp(+, 6) d,u for every polynomial ~(4, 4) in 4 
and 6, then for each j, k 3 0 
where A(d) = ~(4~‘(A)). Thusfod-’ =O a.e. [A] by the StoneeWeierstrass 
theorem. By the properties of 4, f=O a.e. [CL]; that is, f=O in L’(p) and 
the assertion holds. So if A = b(N), W*(N) = W*(A) ([2], p. 93). 
Cd) implies (c). Let U be a unitary operator such that 
W*(U-‘MU) = W*(N). Thus (Up’MU} = {N}‘. Since the reducing sub- 
spaces for an operator correspond to the projections in its commutant, 
Red( U-‘MU) = Red N. Thus Red M = {UN: Jf E Red N). 
(c) implies (a). Define 8: Red N --, Red M by 8Jlr = UAf. 1 
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3.3. COROLLARY. If N and M are self-adjoint operators, then each of the 
statements (b)-(e) in Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to 
(a’) Lat N and Lat M are order isomorphic. 
Let F denote the set of all functions K:Nu(co}~ 
(N u (0, co})x (0, l}. That is, 
Each normal operator N gives rise to an element ICY in 9. It is easy to see 
that if ICES, then there is a normal (even self-adjoint) operator N such 
that K = ICY. This gives rise to the following consequences of Theorem 3.2. 
3.4. COROLLARY. The jamily of isomorphism classes of the reducing sub- 
space lattices of normal operators is in one-to-one correspondence with the 
product space 9. 
3.5. COROLLARY. The family of isomorphism classes of the invariant sub- 
space lattices of self-adjoint operators is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the product space 9. 
4. SOME COMMENTS ON THE PROBLEM FOR THE LATTICE 
OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF NORMAL OPERATORS 
One can ask the question raised in the introduction of this paper for nor- 
mal operators. That is, if N and M are normal operators and Lat N is 
order isomorphic to Lat M, what can be said about N and M? One special 
case deserves mention, namely the situation when there is an unitary 
operator mapping Lat N onto Lat M. 
For a compactly supported positive measure p on C, let Pm(p) be the 
weak-star closure of the analytic polynomials in L”(p). If REP, 4 is 
said to be a weak-star generator of P(,u) if P”(p) is the weak-star closure 
of the polynomials in 4. See [2] for properties of p and P”(p). 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let N, M be normal operators on X, X and let u be 
a scalar-valued spectral measure for N. There is a unitary operator 
U: X + X such that Lat M = { UA’“: .JV” E Lat N} I$ and only if there is a 
weak-star generator IJ~ of P”(u) such that M is unitarily equivalent to 4(N). 
Proof If I+~E P”(u), then it is easy to see that Lat &N)?Lat N. 
Moreover, if 4 is a weak-star generator of P”(u), then z is the limit of net 
of polynomials in 4; hence Lat N = Lat +6(N). So, if 4 is a weak-star 
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generator of P”(p) and ’ U: 2 +X is a unitary operator such that 
U-‘MU=&N), then LatM=(UJlr:JlrELatN}. 
Conversely, if U: ~8 +X is a unitary operator such that 
Lat M = { UJf: ,Y E Lat N}, then Lat U-‘MU= Lat N. But normal 
operators are reflexive (see [ 51 or p. 97 of [2]). So the functional calculus 
for normal operators gives the existence of function 4 in Pa’(p) such that 
U-‘MU=&N). Since Lat 4(N) = Lat N, 4 is a weak-star generator of 
pa(p) (by the reflexivity of d(N)). 1 
Because of the structure of P”(p) ([7] or [2]), [6] can be used to give 
a characterization of the weak-star generators of Pm(p). Thus 
Proposition 4.1 does indeed solve the special case of the problem. 
One might be tempted to believe, in light of Theorem 3.2(c), that the 
preceding proposition forecasts the general situation. The next result brings 
speedy disillusionment. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. For any normal operator N, Lat N and Lat N* are 
order isomorphic. 
Proof A standard consequence of the spectral theorem is that there is a 
measure space (X, Sz, ,u) and a 4 in L”(X, a, p) such that N is unitarily 
equivalent to M,, multiplication by 4, on L2(X, Q, p). So it suffices to 
show that M, and M,* = M, have isomorphic lattices of invariant sub- 
spaces. If J%’ E Lat M,, let && = { f:.f~ J? }. It is easy to check that 8 
defines an order isomorphism between Lat M, and Lat Mm. m 
Now N* =4(N) for the function d(z)=? and ZE P”(p) if and only if 
P”(p) = L”(p). If the problem is restricted to unitary operators, then some 
positive information can be obtained. This is the subject of a forthcoming 
paper. 
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